NO.1 COACHING CENTRE FOR TET EXAM

SALEM COACHING CENTRE
VOC NAGAR, OPP SURAMANGLAM POLICE STATION, SALEM – 636 005
PH: 9488908009; 8144760402
ENGLISH- BOOKS & AUTHORS (6 th to 10 th Std)

(6 th Std)

1. Her Dream Bicycle (prose)
2. Gitanjali – Thajor
3. Going Downhill on a Bicycle (poem) – Henry Charles Beeching
4. The Meaning of Education (SP) – Antony George
5. Boat Song (prose)
6. Hopes and Dreams (poem) – Cyril Audrey Heller
7. Tsunamika (SP)
8. An Open Letter (Prose)
9. Night Time (poem) – Giga Rose
10. The Fairy Crane (SP)
11. The Mystery of Language – A short Biography of Helen Keller
12. The Story of My Life (1 st book & translated into 50 languages) – Helen Keller
13. Paradise – Milton (English poet)
14. Beethoven – Famous Germany music composer
15. Inclusion (poem) – Dipti Bhatia
17. Those Three bears (prose), Animals story – Ruskin Bond
18. Granny Granny please comb my hair (poem) – Grace Nichols
19. Nobody’s like you, mam (poem) – Joanna Fuchs
20. The unlucky face (SR) – Adapted from ‘Stories of Birbal’ by Eunice de Souza

21. Fun Corner (poem) – Ashwin Adithya

22. The Cherry Tree (prose) - Ruskin Bond (Children’s writer)

23. With a Friend (poem) – Vivian Gould

24. A Truth Friend (poem) – Margaret Emily

25. Kari the Elephant (SP) – Dhan Gopal Mukherji

26. Cooking (poem) - Anonymous

27. To Cook and Eat (poem) – Emma Richards (Aged 12)

28. A Tree (kite poem)

29. The Colourful sweets (SP) - Tenali Raman Story

30. Guess and Check – Ms. Jayanthi Ravi (Educational Consultant)

**ENGLISH: BOOKS & AUTHORS (7th Std)**

1. Gone Forever (prose) – Barbara Reeves

2. Bat (poem)

3. A Sage’s Compassion (sp)

4. The Neem Tree (Prose)

5. What trees are for (Poem)


7. In Quest of India’s Freedom (prose)

8. In Search of a Friend (poem)

9. The Selfish Giant (SP) - Oscar Wilde

10. Our Cat (poem)
II nd Term

1. Dreams Can Come True (prose)
2. Prayer of a Sportsman (poem)
3. Ranji’s Wonderful Bat (SP) – Ruskin Bound
4. Diwakar: An Icon for Children
5. Where the Mind is Without Fear (poem) – Rabindranath Tagore
6. Yannai Malai from the Multiple Facts OF My Madurai (SP)

III rd Term

1. Creating Space to be Human (prose)
2. Keep on Keeping On (poem) – Hope Spencer
3. Colours (poem)
4. The Paint Box (poem) – A child’s poem from Israel
5. George Washington Carver and Peanuts (SP) – The Secret Life of Plants by Peter Tompkins and Christopher Bird.
6. The Iron Man – I (prose)
8. Be the Best of Whatever you are (poem) - Douglas Malloch
9. An Interface with an Extra Terrestrial Being (ET) – (SP)
ENGLISH – BOOKS & AUTHORS (8 th std)

1st TERM

1. The Wooden Bowl (prose) – Leo Tolstoy
2. My Grandmother’s House (poem) – Kamala Surayya
3. A Mother’s Day Gift (SP)
4. The Power of Laughter (prose)
5. You Can’t Be That, No, You Can’t Be That (poem) – Brain Patten
6. The Women of Courage (SP)
7. Living Amicably (prose) from Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam’s “wings of fire”
8. “THE HIGHEST RESULT OF EDUCATION IS TOLERANCE” – HELEN KELLER
9. No Men are Foreign (poem) – James Kirkup
10. Sorry, Best Friend (SP) – Hemangini Ranade
11. At Stranger’s Door Door’s – Kamala Surayya

2nd TERM

1. The Brave Rani of Jhansi (prose) – Sendhya Rao
2. Land of our Birth, we pledge to thee (prose), The Jungle Book, Just so Stories, Kim his poem ‘If’ & Gunga Din – Rudyard Kipling
3. After the Storm (SP) – Deepa Agarwal
4. Our Winged Friends (prose) – Excerpt from Zia Whitaker’s “Salim Ali for School”
5. BIRD MAN OF INDIA – Dr. Salim Ali
6. The Book of Indian Birds – Dr. Salim Ali
7. ORNITHOLOGISTS – People who Study birds
8. A Tiger in the Zoo (poem) – Leslle Noris (1921-2006 –welsh poet)
9. The Anteater and the Dassie (SP) – Adapted from “Tale’s from Tendal’s Grandmother” a collection of stories about animals of Africa, by Lakshmi Mukundan.

III rd TERM

1. The Unforgettable Journy (prose)
2. Nine Gold Medals (poem) – David Roth
3. God, This is Charles (SP) - Dr.Beula Jayseeli
4. What is your Address? (Prose)
5. Out in the Fields with God (poem) – Elizabeth Barrett Browning
6. The Sunbeam (SP)

ENGLISH BOOKS & AUTHORS (9 th Std)

I st TERM

1. Buds to Blossoms “A Flower is the promise of a fruits” (Prose)
2. Laugh and be Merry (poem) – John Masefield
3. A Man Who Had No Eyes (SP) – Mackinlay Kantor
4. Gaia Tells Her Tale (Prose)
5. Earth (Poem) – Khalil Gibran
6. Amrita Devi – The Guardian of Woods (SP)
7. The Will to Win (Prose)
9. A Race in Space (SP) - Story about Sunita Williams

II nd TERM

1. The One Minute Apology (Prose)
2. The Apology (Poem) – Ralph Waldo Emerson
3. The Tears of the desert (SP) – Paulo Coelho

4. The Marvellous Machine (Prose)

5. Be Glad Your Nose Is On Your Face (Poem) – Jack Prelutsky

6. Diamonate Poem – 7 Pines Poem*

7. Cinquain – 5 Lines Poem*

8. Visit to the Dentist (SP)

IIIrd TERM

1. Miriam’s Letter (Prose) – Dhumketu (1892 - 1965)

2. The East India Company opened a Post box in Bombay in 1688.*

3. Pin code was introduced on 15th August 1972.*

4. Speed post, started in August 1989.*

5. Miriam’s Letter was translated by Mira Naik, it was first published in contemporary Indian short Stories by Sahitya Akademy in 1959.*

6. A Sonnet for My Incomparable Mother – F Joanna

7. The Stroke of Genius (SP)

8. When Catastrophe Strikes (Prose)

9. Sarala Thakral was the first women in India to fly a Plan.(age – 21 & year 1936)*

10. The Flying Wonder (Poem) – Stephen Vincent Benet

11. American Civil War - Stephen Vincent Benet


13. Stephen Vincent Benet won a Pulitzer Prize in 1919*

14. The Thief (SP)

15. The spacecraft that Yarmuk used was MIG – 31*

16. The Girl Star – a UNICEF project
ENGLISH BOOKS & AUTHORS (10 th Std)

1. The Model Millionaire (Prose) – Oscar Wilde
2. Beautiful Inside (Poem) - Paul Holmes
3. True Beauty (Poem) – Christian B
4. SAM (SP) – Tammy Ruggles
5. Music – The Hope Raiser (Prose)
6. Piano (Poem) – H.D. Lawrence
7. The Piano Lesson (SP) – Rob Really
8. A Golden Path (Prose)
9. “Such as thy words are, such will thine affections be esteemed; and such as thine affections, will be thy deeds; and such as thy deeds will be thy life” – Socrates*
10. Manliness (Poem) – Rudyard Kipling
11. Live to Some Purpose (Poem) – Adelaide Anne Proctor *
12. The Face of Judas Iscariot (SP) – bonnie Chamberlain
13. Will Thirst Become Unquenchable? (Prose)
14. Mettur Dam built in 1934*
15. Going for Water (Poem) – Robert Frost
16. Swept Away (SP) – Susannah Hickling
17. Making Visible the Invisible – Kalpana Sharma
18. The Cry of the Children (Poem) – Elizabeth Barrett Browning
19. Child Labour (Poem) – Faheem Jawaid
20. A Close Encounter (SP) – Rex Coker
21. The Flight with the Moon on Their Wings
22. Migrant Bird (Poem) – Famida Y. Basheer
23. The Summer Flight (SP)

24. Our Heritage – A Timeless Marvel (Prose)

25. Shilpi (Poem)

26. Caught Sneezing (SP) – adapted from a short story by Oscar Wilde